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Field Report

Globalization is an extremely complex, multidimensional and controversial phenomenon. No wonder, there is a great deal of variety in theoretical approaches to, as well as definitions of, globalization. From the contemporary social theory perspective, globalization is seen as associated with deterritorialization, the growth of social interconnectedness and the increasing pace of social activity.¹

Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye define globalization as “a state of the world involving networks of interdependence at multi-continental distances. These networks can be linked through flows and influences of capital and goods, information and ideas, people and force, as well as environmentally and biologically relevant substances”.² They note, however, that globalization does not imply universality, homogenization or equity.³ Thus, globalization is distinguished from the concepts of westernization and modernization.

Another approach interprets globalization as “the compression of the world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole”.⁴ This approach focuses on the way in which participants in the process become conscious of and give meaning to living in the world as a single place. Closely linked to globalization is therefore the “problem of globality” or the cultural terms on which coexistence in a single place becomes possible.⁵

Globalization can also be viewed as the growth and enactment of world culture. According to this approach, since at least the middle of the nineteenth century, a rationalized world institutional and cultural order has been crystallized that consists of universally applicable models that shape states, organizations, and individual identities. Conceptions of progress, sovereignty, rights, and so forth, have acquired great authority, structure the actions of states and individuals, and provide a common framework for global disputes.⁶

International relations theorists belonging to the school of political realism are mostly skeptical about globalization. Kenneth Waltz, for example, calls globalization “the fad of the 1990s”. He argues that the world is less interdependent today than is usually supposed. The international system based on nation-states as its main actors remains fundamentally intact. According to Waltz, what is referred to as “globalization” essentially reflects the growing inequality in the distribution of capabilities among states, with the United States as the predominant power.⁷

Neomarxist theory, as represented by Immanuel Wallerstein, provides a critical approach to globalization, seeing it as the process completed in the twentieth century, by which the capitalist world system spreads across the globe itself. Because this particular world system
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has maintained some of its main features over several centuries, globalization does not constitute a new phenomenon. At the turn of the twenty-first century, the capitalist world economy is in crisis. Therefore, the current “ideological celebration of so-called globalization is in reality the swan song of our historical system”.

There are different views as to when the process of globalization started. Some believe that globalization, seen as expanding and intensifying interaction of peoples, is as old as the humanity itself. Neomarxists, such as Wallerstein, trace the origins of globalization to the advent of capitalism in Western Europe around 1500. Many scholars argue that what we are experiencing nowadays is, in fact, the second wave of globalization, while the first wave occurred in the late 19th-early 20th century, when the world was, in some respects, even more integrated than it is now.

According to Anthony Giddens, the current phase of globalization is not just a repetition of the late 19th century. Globalization now is much more intense and is largely driven by technology. The main driving force of the new globalization is the communications revolution, which started in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the first time when there was an effective communications satellite sent up above the earth.

Globalization discourse has spawned an array of associated terms. Among them is the concept of glocalization, which means that the universal ideas and processes involved in globalization are interpreted and absorbed differently according to the vantage point and history of particular groups. In some cases, this is done strategically, for example when global marketers are adapting their products to local traditions and tastes. More generally, glocalization captures the way in which homogenization and heterogenization intertwine.

How does globalization affect the role of the nation-state in world politics? Some scholars assert that globalization considerably diminishes the powers and influence of nation-states, both in domestic and international politics. Authority is increasingly shifted away from the state to supra-state, sub-state, and, above all, non-state actors. States are sharing powers that defined their sovereignty with corporations, international bodies, and a proliferating universe of citizens groups. The main engine of this transformation is the information technology revolution, a radically expanded communications capacity that empowers individuals and groups while weakening the leverage of nation-states.

However, the majority of theorists agree that it makes no sense “to proclaim the death” of the nation-state. The modern form of globalization, the argument goes, will not spell the end of the modern nation-state. It is pointed out that “over the past five centuries, technological change has progressively reduced the barriers to international integration... Yet states have become neither weaker nor less important during this odyssey. On the contrary, in the countries with the most advanced and internationally integrated economies, governments' ability to tax and redistribute incomes, regulate the economy, and monitor the activity of their citizens has increased beyond all recognition. This has been especially true over the past century.”

---


9 These are mostly proponents of classic political realism.


Western Europe, which has achieved by far the highest level of international integration ever, the nation-state is not going to wither away.\textsuperscript{14}

There is also a theory which holds that the system of nation-states is not disappearing, but it argues that the state is unbundling into its separate, functionally distinct parts, forming transnational government networks. A new world order is emerging, where nation-states’ parts – courts, regulatory agencies, executives, and even legislatures – are networking with their counterparts abroad, creating a dense web of relations.\textsuperscript{15}

Globalization is often associated with the rise and proliferation of non-state actors such as transnational corporations\textsuperscript{16}, supranational organizations\textsuperscript{17}, non-governmental organizations\textsuperscript{18}, transnational regions\textsuperscript{19} and sub-national units.\textsuperscript{20} Among non-state agents of globalization are “global cities” like New York, London, Tokyo or Moscow. They are seen as crucial node points in global economic and political system.\textsuperscript{21}

Globalization has its most remarkable manifestations in the sphere of economy, with globally integrated markets, production chains and multilateral regulatory bodies, such as IMF, World Bank and WTO. However, economic globalization is extremely controversial topic. The champions of economic globalization praise its positive effects, emphasizing how it benefits the entire world, both developed and developing countries. They argue that countries, which are more open to foreign trade and investment, are more likely to get wealthier.\textsuperscript{22} Some globalization proponents even assert that globalization has actually promoted economic equality and reduced global poverty.\textsuperscript{23}

Many theorists, however, point to grave deficiencies of the current form of economic globalization. According to them, it largely benefits the rich developed countries, leaving third-world countries as losers. They also stress the mismanagement of globalization by the flawed policies of Western-dominated financial institutions like IMF.\textsuperscript{24}

Some thinkers, such as Niall Ferguson, even find parallels between the first age of economic globalization, which lasted until 1914, and the present one. They warn that a doomsday scenario, when globalization suddenly collapses, is quite plausible.\textsuperscript{25}

Another hot topic for debate, both among scholars and the mass media, is how economic globalization affects energy and food security worldwide. Increasing demand for energy and changing eating habits in China, India and other fast-growing economies lead to higher food
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and gasoline prices globally, even in countries like Russia, which are themselves big producers of vital commodities.26

Globalization is closely associated with such concepts as postindustrial society, information society, knowledge society and network society. In fact, information technologies and knowledge-based economy are often recognized as the main driving factors of contemporary globalization. It is argued that we live in the age of Third Industrial Revolution. During this age, it is knowledge that serves as the basis for economic progress and becomes the source of new wealth.27

The simultaneous growth of the internet, mobile telephony and digital technologies - which has seen much of the working population in the developed countries migrate to the service sector - has revolutionized the role of knowledge. These technologies play an important role not only in economic development (through the spread of innovation and the productivity gains they bring about), but also in human development. Knowledge societies emphasize education, creativity and innovation. Young people are bound to play a major role because they are often among the first to use new technologies and innovative ways helping establish them as embedded features of everyday life. Ideally, nobody should be excluded from knowledge societies, where knowledge must be a public good, available to each and every individual. For the developing countries, the promise of “technological leapfrogging”, of being able to skip the stages of industrial development by adopting the most advanced technologies directly and to capitalize on their tremendous potential, holds out special appeal.28

The reality, however, is not so rosy. It is countries with knowledge-based economies, as well as “knowledge strata” within individual societies, which stand to gain the most. According to some scholars, the technological and intellectual innovations that “underlie the national wealth of the post-industrial nations can now be neither effectively produced, nor copied, nor (in certain cases) even used within industrial, let alone agrarian societies. Meanwhile, demand for them remains extremely high everywhere because they form the basis of any tangible progress in today’s world. This is the principal reason why the gap separating the developed Western countries from the rest of the world has been recently expanding”.29 Thus, the global knowledge society is accompanied with the knowledge gap.30

Does globalization contain elements of hegemony and hierarchy? According to neomarxism, the modern world system is inherently hierarchical, as it is dominated and controlled by the economically and militarily powerful core states. In turn, the core has its own power hierarchy. Although the US has been in relative decline since the peak of its might in the mid-twentieth century31, it still remains the most powerful state, or “hyperpower”, which also has the greatest potential to influence or even manage globalization.

Whether this predominance is for better or worse and how it should be exercised is a fiercely debated topic. Some scholars strongly advocate the idea of American global leadership. They argue that only the West, essentially equated by them with the United States, can legitimately lead the world.32 Other theorists, such Joseph Nye, also point out the uncontested

30 See, for example, Hans-Dieter Evers. *Knowledge society and the knowledge gap*. Paper presented at the conference on “Globalisation, Culture and Inequalities” (Kebansaan University, Malaysia, 19-21 August 2002).
strength of the US as the world’s number one in terms of both hard and soft power, while emphasizing the need for America to restrain its “go it alone” unilateralism and cement ties with partners, particularly Europe. Nye believes that globalization is not America’s invention. Neither globalization can be monopolized by America. Though the US is the most influential champion of economic current economic globalization and its biggest beneficiary, Americans can not control globalization’s future developments. It is even possible that over time globalization will cause the decline of American dominance.33

Fareed Zakaria is more optimistic about the future of American leadership. He believes that, unlike the British Empire a century ago, the United States has the strength and dynamism to continue shaping the world - but only if it can overcome its political dysfunction and reorient U.S. policy for a world defined by the rise of other powers.34

Some authors see America and its role in contemporary world politics as “fear’s empire”, portraying the United States as an arrogant superpower, which believes in its own infallibility and enforces its will on others.35 However, some theorists argue that that the problem is not the Pax Americana hegemony but the lack thereof, precisely at the time when the chaotic and insecure world more than ever needs the empire. The existing imperial capabilities of the United States are considerably overstated, while Americans themselves are not ready to carry the burdens associated with maintaining the global empire.36

What are the principal negative effects of globalization? It is often argued that forces of globalization, including high global interest rates, debt crises, and shock liberalizations, are associated with growing social and income inequality.37 Some theorists claim that the developed nations are increasingly setting themselves apart from other countries. Trade and investment flows tend to be confined to the boundaries of the "first world" nations. The post-industrial world is shutting out the outsiders, while most of the world's countries are becoming increasingly dependent on the post-industrial world as the supplier of new technologies and information. Thus, the contemporary world is taking shape as a civilization divided, with a single center of gravity and strength represented by post-industrial societies.38

Globalization also leads to globalized risks and threats. According to Robert Keohane, September 11 signifies that terrorism, or informal violence, has become globalized. The expansion of terrorism’s global reach can be seen as an instance of globalization, when acts of force in one society can be initiated and controlled from very distant points of the globe. The significance of globalization of violence – as well as economically and socially - is not its absolute newness but its increasing magnitude as a result of sharp declines in the costs of global communications and transportation.39

There are numerous other examples of how various illicit activities, like financial abuses, trafficking in arms, drugs and humans, exploit the opportunities of globalization.40

Regionalism is a major phenomenon in the current world politics. How are globalization and various regionalisms related? There has long been a “stepping stone” versus
“stumbling block” controversy among theorists over whether regionalization facilitates or impedes globalization.

On the one hand, there exist activities (for instance, APEC and the Pacific open regionalism) which are organized regionally but essentially imply globalization. On the other hand, regionalism can embody a political will to halt or even reverse the process of globalization in order to safeguard a degree of territorial control and cultural identity. In this respect, regionalism can be seen as a basically political response by states to a global market-driven economic process. The objective of this counteraction is to enhance security in a broad sense – economic, ecological, military and political – within the confines of the region. East Asian regionalism (represented by groupings such as ASEAN and ASEAN+3) is widely seen as just this type of regionalism, which is trying to hedge against negative effects of globalization, while vigorously exploiting its benefits.

The modern global system is often described in terms of the existence of three macro-regions; that is, East Asia, North America and the European Union. The latter two in turn can be seen as a single entity, which is the West, in opposition to the East, or Asia. The questions are whether the rising Asia is capable of overtaking the West and whether the Euro-Atlantic world is willing to share global dominance with Asia. However, Asia itself is far from unity and is fraught with rivalries, both in terms of power balance and socio-political-economic models, as represented, for example, by China-Japan competition for regional supremacy.

Like elsewhere, globalization has been a controversial issue in Russia. The views on the subject can be broadly divided into two categories: those opposing globalization and those that see it as an opportunity for Russia. Globalization critics claim that it essentially represents the global expansion of Pax Americana. They see globalization as nothing other than westernization and Americanization, the process which primarily benefits the US. Globalization is controlled and managed by the US-led capitalist forces, based on neoliberal ideology. They warn that Russia’s embrace of neoliberalism and globalization is detrimental to the country’s national interests and may have disastrous consequences.

According to another approach, globalization, while carrying with it certain risks, presents Russia with significant opportunities. Globalization is objective reality. Rather than trying to insulate itself from globalization, Russia should actively engage with it, exploit its advantages and take part in shaping its rules. If Russia sets itself apart from the globalizing world, it will lose strategically.

It is interesting to note that the current Russian leadership tends to view globalization in positive terms. Moscow seems to believe that contemporary economic globalization, despite its controversial implications, largely promotes Russia’s national interests, as it creates new centers of power in the world, leading to a multipolar global system and diminishing the Western influence.